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Overview

Brief overview of ATI Radeon™ HD 4870 architecture and operation

“Spreadsheet” performance analysis

Tips & tricks
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ATI Radeon™ HD 4870: *Reality*

10 SIMDs

16 Processing “cores” per SIMD (64 Elements over 4 cycles)

5 ALUs per “core” (VLIW Processors)
ATI Radeon™ HD 4870: Reality
Latency Hiding

GPUs eschew large caches for large register files

Ideally launch more “work” than available ALUs

Register file partitioned amongst active wavefronts

Fast switching on long latency operations
“Spreadsheet Analysis”

Valuable to estimate performance of kernels

– Helps identify when something is “wrong”

First-order bottlenecks: ALU, TEX, or MEM

\[ T_{\text{kernel}} = \max(\ ALU, \ TEX, \ MEM) \]

\[ T_{\text{alu}} = \text{global}_\text{size} \times \frac{\# \text{ALU}}{(10 \times 16) / 750 \text{ Mhz}} \]

# ALU / (10*16) / 750 Mhz

Engine Clock

“cores” per SIMD

VLIW instructions

global_size
Practical Implications on ATI Radeon™ HD 4870

Workgroup size should be a multiple of 64
  – Remember: Wavefront is 64 elements
  – Smaller workgroups → SIMDs will be underutilized

SIMDs operate on pairs of wavefronts
Minimum Global Size on ATI Radeon™ HD 4870

10 SIMDs * 2 waves * 64 elements = 1280 elements

- Minimum global size to utilize GPU with one kernel
- Does not allow for any latency hiding!

For minimum latency hiding: 2560 elements
Register Usage

Recall GPUs hide latency by switching between large number of wavefronts

Register usage determines maximum number of wavefronts in flight

More wavefronts $\rightarrow$ better latency hiding

Fewer wavefronts $\rightarrow$ worse latency hiding

Long runs of ALU instructions can compensate for low number of wavefronts
Kernel Guidelines on ATI Radeon™ HD 4870

Prefer `int4 / float4` when possible

- Processor “cores” are 5-wide VLIW machines
- Memory system prefers 128-bit load/stores

Consider access patterns - e.g. access along rows

AMD GPUs have large register files

- Perform “more work per element” - example later
Median Filtering

Non-linear filter for removing “one-shot” noise in images

Simple Algorithm:

1. Load neighborhood
2. Sort pixels - example uses an efficient method
3. Output median value
```c
__kernel void medianfilter_rgba(__global uint *id, __global uint *od, int width, int h, int r) {
    const int posx = get_global_id(0);
    const int posy = get_global_id(1);
    const int idx = posy*width + posx;

    if( posx == 0 || posy == 0 || posx == width-1 || posy == h-1 )
        od[idx] = id[idx];
    else
        {
            uint row00, row01, row02, row10, row11, row12, row20, row21, row22;
            row00 = id[idx - 1 - width];  row01 = id[idx - width];  row02 = id[idx + 1 - width];
            row10 = id[idx - 1];               row11 = id[idx];               row12 = id[idx + 1];
            row20 = id[idx - 1 + width];  row21 = id[idx + width];  row22 = id[idx + 1 + width];

            // sort the rows
            sort3( &(row00), &(row01), &(row02) );
            sort3( &(row10), &(row11), &(row12) );
            sort3( &(row20), &(row21), &(row22) );

            // sort the cols
            sort3( &(row00), &(row10), &(row20) );
            sort3( &(row01), &(row11), &(row21) );
            sort3( &(row02), &(row12), &(row22) );

            // sort the diagonal
            sort3( &(row00), &(row11), &(row22) );

            // median is the middle value of the diagonal
            od[idx] = row11;
        }
}
```
Auxiliary Functions

**Convert to luminance**

```c
float rgbToLum( uint a )
{
    return (0.3f*(a & 0xff) + 0.59*((a>>8) & 0xff) + 0.11*((a>>16) & 0xff));
}
```

**Swap A and B**

```c
void swap( uint *a, uint *b )
{
    uint tmp = *b;
    *b = *a;
    *a = tmp;
}
```

**Comparison sort**

```c
void sort3( uint *a, uint *b, uint *c )
{
    if( rgbToLum( *a ) > rgbToLum( *b ) )
        swap( a, b );
    if( rgbToLum( *b ) > rgbToLum( *c ) )
        swap( b, c );
    if( rgbToLum( *a ) > rgbToLum( *b ) )
        swap( a, b );
}
```
More Work per Work-item

Prefer read/write 128-bit values

Compute more than one output per work-item

Better Algorithm (further optimizations possible):

1. Load neighborhood 8x3 via six 128-bit loads
2. Sort pixels for each of four pixels
3. Output median values via 128-bit write
Better Kernel

__kernel void medianfilter_x4( __global uint *id, __global uint *od, int width, int h, int r )
{
const int posx = get_global_id(0); // global width is 1/4 image width
const int posy = get_global_id(1); // global height is image height
const int width_d4 = width >> 2; // divide width by 4
const int idx_4 = posy*(width_d4) + posx;

uint4 left0, right0, left1, right1, left2, right2, output;
// ignoring edge cases for simplicity

left0 = ((__global uint4*)id)[ idx_4 - width_d4 ];
right0 = ((__global uint4*)id)[ idx_4 - width_d4 + 1];

left1 = ((__global uint4*)id)[ idx_4 ];
right1 = ((__global uint4*)id)[ idx_4 + 1];

left2 = ((__global uint4*)id)[ idx_4 + width_d4 ];
right2 = ((__global uint4*)id)[ idx_4 + width_d4 + 1];

// now compute four median values

output.x = find_median( left0.x, left0.y, left0.z,
left1.x, left1.y, left1.z, left2.x, left2.y, left2.z );
output.y = find_median( left0.y, left0.z, left0.w,
left1.y, left1.z, left1.w, left2.y, left2.z, left2.w );
output.z = find_median( left0.z, left0.w, right0.x,
left1.z, left1.w, right1.x, left2.z, left2.w, right2.x );
output.w = find_median( left0.w, right0.x, right0.y,
left1.w, right1.x, right1.y, left2.w, right2.x, right2.y );

((__global uint4*)od)[ idx_4 ] = output;
}
Demo
Conclusions

Optimization is a balancing act

Things to consider:

- Register usage / number of wavefronts in flight
- ALU to memory access ratio
  - Sometimes better re-compute something
- Workgroup size a multiple of 64
- Global size at least 2560 for a single kernel
Multi-Core x86 CPU implementation available now!

http://developer.amd.com/streambeta


Performance advice (similar to GPU):
• Use 128-bit types (i.e. float4)
  • Will map well to SSE
• Use reasonably large work groups
  • L1/L2 cache locality
• Do a lot of work per work item

Start writing code and playing with OpenCL now on any x86 machine
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